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  I 

 A Warning to Humanity   

 IT IS A very quiet and eerie place, the camp at Birkenau. Also known as 
Auschwitz II, the second camp, it remains a vast open space speckled with 
the remnants of the small buildings where men, women and  children, 

mainly Jews from various countries of Europe, witnessed the darkest doings 
of man. Unlike the original Auschwitz camp, which had previously been an 
army  barracks, Birkenau was purpose-built for atrocity by the Nazis. There 
can be no mistake that the camp was intended to imprison and intimi-
date. Even today, the ghosts of the empty guard towers surrounding the site 
still have a very real influence on the general mood for those who choose 
to visit. 

 Following the distinctive railway track from the famous main entrance 
building, walking on uneven ground through the centre of the camp, it is a 
1-km march between deep trenches and dominant barbed-wire fences. At 
the end of this track lie the untouched ruins of two brutal structures  –  gas 
 chambers   –  destroyed by the Nazis themselves near the end of the war. The 
rubble lies, exposed to the elements, undisturbed. The tracks of the rail-
way unite and cease in the middle of these two broken structures, where 
there lies a memorial to the estimated one and a half million people who 
were murdered at Auschwitz between 1940 and 1945. Eternally imprinted 
onto the memorial, repeated in many European languages, is a powerful 
message: 

   FOR EVER LET THIS PLACE BE  
  A CRY OF DESPAIR  

  AND A WARNING TO HUMANITY   

 To the current author, the camps at Auschwitz – Birkenau are not just a warning 
to humanity about the existence or use of death camps  –  they are a warning 
about the atrocities of genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity and ethnic 
cleansing in general, no matter what method is used to commit them. Unfortu-
nately, this warning did not prevent a repetition of atrocities, and Birkenau still 
cries out in despair. 
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  1    Charter of the United Nations (adopted 26 June 1945, entered into force 24 October 1945, as 
amended) 1 UNTS XVI ( ‘ UN Charter ’ ).  
  2    UN Charter, Chapter VII.  
  3    The so-called  ‘ permanent fi ve ’  Members of the UN Security Council: the United States, the 
United Kingdom, China, France and the USSR (now Russia); see Art 23(1) UN Charter.  
  4    See Art 27(3) UN Charter.  
  5    See, in the preparatory documents to the Charter,  Statement by the Delegations of  the Four 
Sponsoring Governments on the Voting Procedure in the Security Council , attached to   Statement by 
My John Sofi anopoulos, Chairman of  Technical Committee III/I on the Structure and Procedures of  
the Security Council  (8 June 1945) Doc III/1/37 (1), 11 UNCIO 710, Annexed to Doc 1050 III/1/58, [9].  
  6    See section 2.3 below.  
  7    See section 2 below.  
  8    See Chapter II generally.  

   1. THE SCOPE AND AIM OF THIS BOOK  

   1.1. Background and Motivation  

 The horrors of the two world wars are referenced in the preamble of the Charter 
of the United Nations. 1  Saving future generations from the  ‘ scourge of war ’ , 
which twice  ‘ brought untold sorrow to mankind ’ , is written as a primary moti-
vation for establishing this system of collective security. With this, States had 
a vision for the United Nations to be the world ’ s protector  –  via Article 24(1) 
of this Charter, States conferred primary responsibility for the maintenance of 
international peace and security onto this organisation. In particular, onto the 
UN Security Council. 

 With this great responsibility came great powers of enforcement. 2  The 
 Security Council became the exclusive authority for ordering military force or 
using mandatory coercive measures, where appropriate, to maintain or restore 
international peace and security. Within this organ, the fi ve  ‘ great powers ’  3  at the 
end of the Second World War were bestowed the right of a veto 4   –  the ability to 
block a course of action, based upon the  ‘ heavy burden ’  they would entail as the 
main actors in fulfi lling the Council ’ s decisions. 5  

 But when it comes to protecting the peoples of the world from atrocity 
crimes, unfortunately the United Nations, or the international community in 
general, does not have a legacy of which to be proud. The Security  Council has 
a history of inaction, including when it comes to purely humanitarian crises, 
and especially where there is a competing interest between the Permanent Five  –  
or, perhaps, a mutual disinterest on the part of the international community in 
general. 6  

 At the 2005 World Summit, in response to increasing inaction, and competing 
arguments in favour of dubious legal rights to intervene in crises, 7  the inter-
national community unanimously accepted that they had a responsibility to 
protect their populations from genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, 
and ethnic cleansing. 8  This was a spark of hope that a new strategy for prevent-
ing and halting these atrocity crimes might fi nd a more general consensus. 
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  9    See Chapter II, section 3.  
  10    See Chapter II, section 3.2.2.  
  11    See Chapter II, section 3.2.2.  
  12    See Chapter III, section 1.3.  

 The international community accepted that they had a  primary  responsibil-
ity to protect their own populations from these atrocities. Furthermore, they 
accepted that the international community in general also had a responsibility 
to assist and encourage States in their primary responsibility to protect. This 
author will refer to this more general responsibility as the  ‘ secondary ’  responsi-
bility to protect. This secondary responsibility also entails  ‘ timely and decisive ’  
collective action, through the United Nations, to use a range of peaceful and 
coercive measures, where appropriate, to step in and protect the populations of 
a State where it is  ‘ manifestly failing ’  to protect. This  ‘ timely and decisive ’  action 
is to be taken through the Security Council. 9  

 However, if both the State (with a primary responsibility) and the Security 
Council (with a secondary responsibility) fail to act in response to said mass 
atrocities, it may be diffi cult, if not impossible, for the international community 
to take appropriate action  –  especially if the use of military force or other coer-
cive measures is required. Even since 2005, and after accepting this responsibility 
to protect, the Security Council has been deadlocked in the face of humanitar-
ian crisis. The situation in Syria is the clearest and most recent example of this 
 problem, 10  where the Council has been blocked time and time again by the veto 
of a permanent member. This is especially concerning because measures consid-
ered by the Council would have gone ahead if not for this veto, and indeed in the 
face of a majority of States in the General Assembly calling for such action. 11  

 Such deadlock does not observe the warnings of the past. Therefore, this 
author sought to investigate the responsibility to protect, and whether there 
is room for it to  continue  beyond the UN Security Council. The responsibil-
ity to protect is not, yet, a legal doctrine in and of itself. 12  It does not yet have 
the weight of a specifi c legal obligation. This book does not dispute that. The 
responsibility to protect, in its current form, is a mechanism of guidelines and 
tools which help States to identify how and when it is possible or legal to act 
responsibly, without prescribing a defi nite course of action for any particular 
scenario. On the other hand, what the responsibility to protect does prescribe, 
in terms of its underlying moral obligation, is that  something  must be done, and 
that inaction is not an option. 

 With this in mind, this book outlines the reasons why the responsibility to 
protect is capable of prevailing over the inaction of the Security Council, by 
investigating the legality of alternative action beyond the Council. By investigat-
ing whether there are any alternative tools available for other competent actors to 
utilise in these circumstances, the book argues that the responsibility to protect 
is capable of therefore continuing beyond Security Council deadlock. Again, 
it must be stressed that it is not the purpose of this book, or the responsibility 
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  13    See generally, Chapter III.  
  14    See Chapter III, section 4.  

to protect, to determine which specifi c measures or methods the international 
community should use to react in response to the threat or commission of 
mass atrocity crimes  –  instead, it identifi es the means and methods available 
to the actors who must make a choice as to how to implement their respon-
sibilities. By seeking to clarify the availability of alternative measures beyond 
the UN  Security Council, this book intends to demonstrate that there is, at the 
very least, the legal space for this responsibility to continue. By demonstrating 
this, it will also establish that there exists a space in which the responsibility 
could grow, and determine the criteria and guidance that is to be applied to the 
use of such alternative measures. 

 As well as fi nding the legal space for action beyond the UN Security Coun-
cil, the book ’ s fi ndings raise an important question about the relationship 
between the responsibility to protect and the responsibility for the maintenance 
of international peace and security. 13  By fi nding alternative routes to fulfi l the 
responsibility to protect, the research also, by extension, fi nds alternative routes 
for the fulfi lment of the responsibility for the maintenance of international 
peace and security  –  particularly where atrocity crimes threaten or breach this 
peace and security. Based on this overlap, this author argues that the responsibil-
ity to protect, when a situation crosses the threshold to become a concern for the 
responsibility to maintain peace and security, could then become a  legal  respon-
sibility. This is based upon analysis of the responsibility to maintain peace and 
security as a legal obligation, found within the UN Charter, conferred by States 
on the UN Security Council, and thus also reverting onto the international 
community following the Council ’ s failure. 14  

 This author calls this space for development the  ‘ tertiary ’  responsibility to 
protect. This is the concept of responsibilities on States and regional groups 
 beyond  the remit of the Security Council. It is an acknowledgement that the 
responsibility to protect remains with the international community when the 
Security Council fails to do so, and therefore should continue beyond this point. 
In other words, if it is possible for the responsibility to protect to continue 
because there are legally permissible avenues to do so, there is no reason why it 
 should not  continue. 

 To investigate the availability of options beyond the Security Council, 
the book concentrates on the legality of forcible and coercive measures such 
as military force and  ‘ sanctions ’ , rather than more peaceful measures such as 
diplomacy. This scope is based upon three considerations. Firstly, most peace-
ful, non-coercive measures rarely confl ict with other obligations or principles of 
international law, and so the question of their use beyond the Security Council 
within the responsibility-to-protect framework relies heavily on their suitability 
and hypothetical application to any given crisis  –  a matter not at issue here. 
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 Secondly, the use of coercive and forcible measures beyond the UN is one of 
the most heavily debated issues that goes to the very heart and purpose of the 
collective security system, and this debate alone arguably adds to the increased 
uncertainty of the legality and appropriateness of such action. By clarifying the 
legality of such methods in the specifi c context of UN Security Council failure, 
and in the face of mass atrocity crimes, this study can demonstrate the exist-
ence of a largely unused reserve of measures that are available to implement 
the general responsibility to protect, and therefore argues for its continuation 
beyond the UN Security Council. 

 Thirdly, the responsibility to protect itself acknowledges that action through 
the UN Security Council may be necessary where peaceful means have proved 
to be inadequate. The point where the UN Security Council can objectively 
be said to have  failed  in its responsibilities necessarily implies that political 
or diplomatic means of resolving a crisis are no longer enough to prevent or 
halt atrocities from occurring. Therefore, much more robust action might be 
required, and we must explore which actors are left to take such action when the 
Security Council has failed to step in.  

   1.2. Structure of  the Study  

 To demonstrate the viability of these assertions, the book investigates meas-
ures beyond the Security Council by undertaking a thorough investigation of 
the main international law principles governing their use  –  the prohibition of 
force, and the principle of non-intervention. It begins in section 2 of this chapter 
by fi rstly debunking the myth of  ‘ humanitarian intervention ’ . Unilateral forcible 
measures such as this are not what this study is about  –  they are illegal, and this 
section details why this is the case despite arguments to the contrary. 

 Chapter II will then outline the role of the responsibility to protect and intro-
duce the problem of the Security Council ’ s failures, and how this impedes the 
protection of populations from the worst crimes anyone could commit. This 
chapter outlines how the Council may be paralysed by an unreasonable use of 
the veto power by a permanent member (as was the case with the Syrian crisis), 
and also how the Council may simply remain inactive (as the world has recently 
seen following the atrocities committed in Myanmar). 

 Chapter III argues that the failures of the Security Council are a breach 
of a legal responsibility to maintain international peace and security, and this 
responsibility endures beyond the Security Council and is assumed by actors 
with residual responsibility. For the responsibility to protect, this continuation 
becomes the  ‘ tertiary responsibility to protect ’ . 

 Chapters IV and V investigate whether the prohibition of force and the prin-
ciple of non-intervention, respectively, leave room for the tertiary responsibility 
to protect to be implemented beyond the Security Council. In Chapter IV, the 
author addresses the legality of forcible measures, revisiting the prohibition of 
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  15    The competence of the UN General Assembly is addressed in Chapter VI.  
  16    Including asset freezes, trade restrictions and embargoes.  

force in international law, as recognised in Article 2(4) of the UN Charter, and 
undertakes a thorough assessment of its scope. While rejecting the legality of all 
unilateral measures, the author argues that there exists a more nuanced inter-
pretation of the prohibition of force based upon the original intentions of the 
drafters of the UN Charter, which could allow forcible action to be taken by the 
UN General Assembly if it had the competence to do so. 15  

 Secondly, Chapter V addresses whether the principle of non-intervention, 
and the doctrine of countermeasures, leave room for the tertiary responsibil-
ity to protect to be implemented using non-forcible coercive measures such 
as  ‘  sanctions ’  16  beyond the Security Council. It fi nds that the law of counter-
measures, generally, allows certain international obligations to be  ‘ violated ’  in 
response to a prior breach of an obligation by another party, subject to other 
applicable criteria. The chapter highlights research into the question of whether 
countermeasures can be used by States not directly injured by a breach of an 
obligation, especially where that prior breach is of an obligation  erga omnes   –  
owed to the international community as a whole. 

 After investigating possible legal avenues relating to the prohibition of force 
and the principle of non-intervention (and the doctrine of countermeasures 
therein), in order to determine whether the tertiary responsibility exists, these 
avenues must actually be capable of being implemented by actors who have the 
competence to do so. Therefore, once the scope of these principles has been 
outlined, Chapter VI investigates the implementation of this tertiary responsi-
bility in two situations: (i) within the United Nations, addressing the competence 
and ability of the General Assembly in this regard; and (ii), beyond the United 
Nations, investigating the legal restrictions on the ability of regional organisa-
tions or, failing that, individual States, to act. 

 It must also be noted at this stage that this author recognises that the respon-
sibility to protect is not  just  about the use of force or coercive measures. 
A considerable proportion of this emerging doctrine concentrates  –  quite rightly  –  
on the tools and guidance for  preventing  atrocity crimes and their causes. This 
book does not dismiss this. However, the scope of the research is understand-
ably much narrower in its focus, and is concerned with the responsibility in the 
very specifi c light of Security Council failure. It is only because of this scope of 
investigation that so much attention is paid to forcible and coercive measures, 
and there is no aim for the responsibility to protect to be used duplicitously 
as an excuse for expanding the range of coercive measures available unilater-
ally, which would be prone to abuse. It is for this reason that the book uses the 
responsibility to protect as a framework to  restrict  the use of such measures to 
the very narrow scenario at hand, rather than to seek general authority to use 
such measures even where the Security Council is able and willing to live up to 
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  17    This is the defi nition adopted by Weiss:      TG   Weiss   ,   Humanitarian Intervention:     Ideas in Action  , 
 2nd edn  (  Cambridge  ,  Polity Press ,  2012 )  6  .  See also       WM   Reisman   ,  ‘  Hollow Victory :  Humanitarian 
Intervention and Protection of Minorities  ’  ( 1997 )  91      ASIL Proc    431   .   
  18    See eg       A   Roberts   ,  ‘  The So-Called  “ Right ”  of Humanitarian Intervention  ’  ( 2000 )  3      Yearbook of  
International Humanitarian Law    3, 5    ; see also       A   Roberts   ,  ‘  Humanitarian War :  Military Interven-
tion and Human Rights  ’  ( 1993 )  69      International Affairs    429, 445   .   
  19    For example, this is the defi nition adopted by Chesterman:      S   Chesterman   ,   Just War or Just 
Peace:     Humanitarian Intervention and International Law   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  2001 )   
Introduction, 5; see also      NJ   Wheeler   ,   Saving Strangers:     Humanitarian Intervention in International 
Society   (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  2000 )  8   , who uses  ‘ humanitarian intervention ’  as a label to 
cover both UN-authorised intervention and unilateral intervention, but does distinguish between the 

its responsibilities itself. It is also for this reason that the book seeks to suggest 
a framework for the institutional use of alternative routes beyond the UN Secu-
rity Council, with unilateral measures only being very rarely recommended as 
a last resort once all other alternatives have been tried. Importantly, the book 
fi nds that these alternative measures do come with very clear legal safeguards to 
prevent their misuse, and prevent the unilateral abuse of powers by States with 
their own political interests unlinked to the prevention of mass atrocity crimes.   

   2. THE MYTH OF HUMANITARIAN INTERVENTION  

 Before embarking on the core issues of this book, it is necessary to address the 
contentious issue of the so-called  ‘ right ’  of humanitarian intervention. This 
theory is an idea that is often confl ated and erroneously merged with the Respon-
sibility to Protect, especially in the context that this book seeks to address. From 
the outset, the author wishes to make clear that this book  –  although investigat-
ing forcible and coercive measures beyond the UN Security Council  –  does not 
advocate for or support the proposition that States have a legal right to intervene 
unilaterally in other States, even in the case of mass atrocity crimes. This theory 
is categorically rejected, for the reasons that follow. 

 The term  ‘ humanitarian intervention ’  is an enigmatic shape-shifter in the 
realms of international law commentary. Some refer to humanitarian inter-
vention as a phrase encompassing any coercive intervention on humanitarian 
grounds, without the consent of the State concerned, and with the aim of 
preventing widespread death or suffering  –   including  action authorised by the 
Security Council. 17  Others use the term to describe less-coercive action that does 
not necessarily involve the use of force, and not necessarily without the consent 
of the State concerned, encompassing a wide range of action that can even 
include the work of humanitarian relief agencies and charities. 18  

 But the form of  ‘ humanitarian intervention ’  that has undermined discussion 
of the responsibility to protect is that which describes forcible coercive action 
taken  unilaterally  (ie without the authorisation of the Security Council), with-
out the consent of the target State, in response to a humanitarian catastrophe 
and with the primary aim of alleviating and further preventing such  suffering. 19  
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two (at footnote 23, 8); see also the defi nition used in       M   Brenfors    and    M   M Petersen   ,  ‘  The Legality 
of Unilateral Humanitarian Intervention  –  A Defence  ’  ( 2000 )  69 ( 4 )     Nordic Journal of  International 
Law    449, 450   .   
  20    See Wheeler, ibid; also, Brenfors and Petersen, ibid.  
  21    These principles will be further evaluated and analysed in detail: see Chapters IV and V 
generally.  
  22    For a discussion of sovereignty in the context of the responsibility to protect, see      L   Glanville   , 
  Sovereignty and the Responsibility to Protect:     A New History   (  Chicago  ,  University of Chicago 
Press ,  2013 )  49 – 59    and Chapter 3.  

The  distinguishing feature of this form of humanitarian intervention is the 
unilateral nature of the intervention. 20  This refl ects the so-called  ‘ doctrine ’  of 
humanitarian intervention, which purportedly allows for unilateral military 
action as an exceptional necessity beyond the remit of the Security Council when 
certain criteria are met. This is also often referred to as a  ‘ right ’  of humanitarian 
intervention, allegedly found in customary international law. 

 This section will briefl y set out some key examples of State practice to 
demonstrate how the political train of thought in the international community 
has evolved, from the Cold War era through to more recent examples of interven-
tions that come coupled with justifi cations based on humanitarian values. This 
is useful to understand at a general level whether the international community 
continued to believe that it had a responsibility to prevent atrocities like those 
of the Second World War, and how the collective conscience of States developed 
through to the acceptance of the responsibility they recognise today. The inter-
national opinions through this time reveal important nuances about the general 
trend of interventionism in international law, and thus provide context for the 
eventual recognition of the responsibility to protect. 

   2.1. The Fundamental Legal Barriers  

 Barriers to any intervention within a State can be attributed to the long-standing 
legal principles of State sovereignty, non-intervention and the prohibition of the 
use of force. 21  These principles are essential to maintaining a stable system of 
international law that can provide States with the freedom and ability to exist, 
trade and prosper in a peaceful and secure world. 

 Starting with State sovereignty and non-intervention, a principle that has 
long-established roots from the Peace of Westphalia treaties of 1648, 22  the 
UN Charter recognises in Article 2(7) that: 

  Nothing contained in the present Charter shall authorize the United Nations to inter-
vene in matters which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state or 
shall require the Members to submit such matters to settlement under the present 
Charter; but this principle shall not prejudice the application of enforcement meas-
ures under Chapter VII.  
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  23    See eg     Case Concerning Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua 
( Nicaragua v USA)  (Merits)  [ 1986 ]  ICJ Rep 14    ( Nicaragua  case), 106 – 07, [202].  
  24    UNGA Res 2625(XXV),  Declaration on Principles of  International Law concerning Friendly 
Relations and Co-operation among States in accordance with the Charter of  the United Nations , 
Annex.  
  25    ibid.  
  26     Case Concerning Armed Activities on the Territory of  the Congo  ( Democratic Republic of  the 
Congo v Uganda ), Judgment of 19 December 2005, (2005) ICJ Reports 168, [162].  
  27    See below, Chapter IV.  
  28    See below, Chapter IV.  

 Equally, the Charter affi rms under Article 2(1) that  ‘ [t]he Organisation is based 
upon the principle of the sovereign equality of all its Members ’ . Note here that 
these provisions refer to obligations upon the UN or principles of  ‘ the Organi-
sation ’ . However, there does seem to be a wide consensus that the general 
principles of sovereignty and non-intervention also apply to States individually, 
being recognised as having the status of customary international law. 23  

 These principles were expanded upon in the  Declaration on Friendly Rela-
tions  from the General Assembly in 1970, 24  where it was emphasised that the 
territorial integrity and political independence of any State are inviolable and 
that  ‘ no State or group of States has the right to intervene, directly or indirectly, 
for any reason whatever, in the internal or external affairs of any other State ’ . 25  
The vital nature of this principle as a bedrock of international law is clear, 
so much so that the International Court of Justice (ICJ) confi rmed the status 
of these provisions of the Declaration as declaratory of customary interna-
tional law. 26  

 Secondly, the prohibition of the threat or use of force is provided by 
 Article 2(4) of the Charter: 

  All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of 
force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state, or in any 
other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.  

 This provision has been fi ercely debated over many years, and for many different 
purposes. For some, there are questions as to how far this provision prohibits 
the use of force, and whether it allows for action in particular circumstances 
by using interpretations that may or may not stretch the wording of it beyond 
recognition. 27  Others recognise it as a watertight prohibition, where the only 
exceptions are Security Council authorisation under Chapter VII, or a State ’ s 
inherent right of self-defence as recognised by Article 51 of the Charter. 28  

 Taken together, the principle of non-intervention coupled with the prohibi-
tion of the use of force provide the general starting position when addressing 
any question of intervention. But, of course, these principles  are  limited to 
some extent. The Charter, and indeed the  Declaration on Friendly Relations , 
recognise that these principles do not prejudice the application of measures 
relating to the maintenance of international peace and security  –  in particular, 
 enforcement measures under Chapter VII of the Charter that are authorised by 
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  29    Article 2(7) UN Charter; and  Declaration on Friendly Relations  (n 24).  
  30    For further discussion of the prohibition of force and Article 2(4) ’ s jus cogens status, see 
 Chapter IV below.  
  31         A   Cassese   ,   International Law  ,  2nd edn  (  Oxford  ,  Oxford University Press ,  2005 )  156  .   
  32    ibid, 157.  
  33     North Sea Continental Shelf  Cases  (Judgment) ( Federal Republic of  Germany/Denmark; 
Federal Republic of  Germany/Netherlands ), Judgment of 20 February 1969, [1969] ICJ Reports 3.  
  34    ibid, [77].  
  35        Case Concerning Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v 
USA)  (Merits), Judgment of 27 June 1986,  [ 1986 ]  ICJ Rep 14   , [185].  

the Security Council. 29  For humanitarian intervention to be legally permissible, 
it must either somehow conform to these principles, or at the very least create 
an exception in customary international law in a way that is compatible with 
the fact that the prohibition of force is recognised as a non-derogable principle 
of  jus cogens . 30   

   2.2. Requirements of  Customary International Law  

 The most authoritative  ‘ defi nition ’  of custom is found in Article 38 of the Statute 
of the International Court of Justice, where the sources of law that the Court 
should apply are listed. Article 38(1)(b) requires that the Court shall apply inter-
national custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law. 

 Cassese notes that this refl ects the widely held view that custom is made 
up of two elements: (i) a general practice of States; and (ii) a belief on behalf 
of a State that this practice is accepted as law (also known as  opinio juris ) or 
is required by social, economic or political exigencies ( opinio necessitates ). 31  
Cassese clarifi es that practice by States in response to economic, political, or 
military demands is regarded as  opinio necessitatis , and if this practice does not 
encounter strong and consistent opposition from other States, but is consistently 
accepted or acquiesced, then this practice gradually crystallises into a customary 
rule dictated by international law ( opinio juris ). 32  The point from this example 
is that any customary rule must emerge from  ‘ settled practice ’ . 

 More fundamentally, this is refl ected in several judgments of the ICJ. Firstly, 
in the  North Sea Continental Shelf  cases, 33  the Court expanded on custom, 
 stating that: 

  [T]wo conditions must be fulfi lled. Not only must the acts concerned amount to a 
settled practice, but they must also be such, or be carried out in such a way, as to be 
evidence of a belief that this practice is rendered obligatory by the existence of a rule 
of law requiring it. The need for such a belief, ie, the existence of a subjective element, 
is implicit in the very notion of the  opinio juris sive necessitatis . The States concerned 
must therefore feel that they are conforming to what amounts to a legal obligation. 
The frequency, or even habitual character of the acts is not in itself enough. 34   

 This was confi rmed in the  Nicaragua  case, 35  where the court further made clear 
that, for a rule to be established as one of custom, the corresponding practice 
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need not be  ‘ in absolutely rigorous conformity ’  with the rule. 36  Instances of 
inconsistent conduct by a State should generally be treated as breaches of that 
rule, and not as indications of the existence or recognition of a new rule. 37  

 With these fundamental principles in mind, we may now assess whether the 
doctrine of humanitarian intervention exists in customary international law by 
reference to State practice and  opinio juris .  

   2.3. Relevant History and Practice of  Intervention  

 This section aims to highlight the evolution of thought in the international 
community regarding human rights violations and mass atrocities as a basis for 
the interference in a sovereign State, and therefore the lack of support for a 
customary right to humanitarian intervention. The purpose of this section is 
not to analyse or evaluate the legal arguments in detail, 38  but to demonstrate the 
lack of practice and  opinio juris  for humanitarian intervention. 

   2.3.1. Relevant Interventions in the Cold War Era  

 During the Cold War, there were three main instances of State practice that have 
been highlighted by commentators as the primary examples of intervention that 
carry with them a  ‘ humanitarian ’  character. India ’ s intervention in East Pakistan 
in 1971, Vietnam ’ s invasion of Cambodia in 1978, and Tanzania ’ s use of force 
in Uganda in 1979 most effectively highlight the majority of views within the 
international community of such intervention during this time. In these cases, 
the  ‘ humanitarian ’  character of the States ’  interventions were mainly cited as a 
 political  justifi cation for their actions, rather than a strictly legal one, with the 
use of force being justifi ed mainly on grounds of self-defence. 

   2.3.1.1. India ’ s Intervention in East Pakistan  –  1971  

 When Pakistan was formed of West Pakistan and East Pakistan, 39  West 
 Pakistan dominated the Eastern region in an imbalance of power, politics and 
the   economy. 40  These circumstances accelerated a call for more autonomy in 
East Pakistan, with the Awami League representing this popular opinion within 
that region. 41  
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 Thus, in the 1970 general election, the Awami League won a landslide 
majority of seats within East Pakistan, making it the biggest single party in 
Pakistan ’ s National Assembly. 42  As talks and negotiations about constitutional 
reform between President Yahya Khan and Sheik Mujibur Rahman, the leader 
of the Awami League, collapsed, the President suspended the National Assem-
bly indefi nitely. 43  Eventually, negotiations deteriorated further and, following 
a  ‘ Declaration of Emancipation ’  from the Awami League, the Pakistan Army 
moved into the region on 25 March 1971, unleashing a brutal and violent crack-
down within Dacca. 44  

 Confl ict followed, with estimates that over a nine-month period one million 
people were killed and as many as ten million refugees fl ed into India. 45  Harrow-
ingly, Kuper 46  suggests that this ruthless action included the use of torture and 
extermination camps. 47  In addition to the infl ux of refugees, clashes on the 
border with India escalated a deteriorating relationship between India and 
 Pakistan  –  with India threatening to take action in response. 48  

 Eventually, India invaded both East and West Pakistan in response to an 
airstrike against Indian airfi elds by Pakistani military forces. This sparked 
a war that lasted less than two weeks, with Pakistan ’ s army surrendering on 
16  December 1971, and India recognising East Pakistan as the new independ-
ent State of Bangladesh. 49  Primarily, India ’ s justifi cation for this intervention 
implied that it acted in self-defence in light of  ‘ aggression ’  from Pakistan. 50  The 
Indian representative at the Security Council also suggested that part of India ’ s 
motives was the aim to  ‘ rescue the people of East Bengal from what they [were] 
suffering. ’  51  

 Evans 52  suggests that, while India may well have had a strategic interest in 
intervening within the region, the humanitarian objective was strong. 53  Yet, the 
international community ’ s reaction to this crisis was less than supportive. As 
Wheeler notes, the strongest reaction from the international community was to 
affi rm Pakistan ’ s right to sovereignty and the principle of non-intervention. 54  
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Others were more explicit in suggesting that the events in East Pakistan could 
not justify India ’ s actions against the territorial integrity and political independ-
ence of Pakistan. 55  

 With no progress made in the Security Council, the issue was taken to the 
General Assembly. 56  Eventually, the Assembly passed Resolution 2793 (XXVI) 57  
calling for both sides to initiate an immediate ceasefi re and a withdrawal of 
forces from the other ’ s territory. Most notably, Wheeler highlights that the 
discussion by States in the General Assembly revealed little or no support for 
any kind of intervention on humanitarian grounds. 58   

   2.3.1.2. Vietnam ’ s Intervention in Cambodia  –  1978  

 In 1975, the Khmer Rouge came to power in Cambodia (then known as 
Kampuchea)  –  a rise of power that would scar the Cambodian people. A broad 
and systematic violation of human rights followed, with Amnesty Interna-
tional estimating that hundreds of thousands of people were murdered by the 
government while deaths from malnutrition or disease amounted to unconscion-
able fi gures that ranged between one and two million. 59  At the same time, the 
government launched cross-border attacks against Vietnam, on some occasions 
destroying Vietnamese villages along the disputed border and massacring 
civilians. 60  

 In response, and after failed attempts at peaceful dialogue, Vietnam invaded 
Cambodia on Christmas Day, 1978. 61  In terms of Vietnam ’ s justifi cations for 
its intervention, it was argued (quite unconvincingly) that a distinction should 
be drawn between the  ‘ border war ’  fought between the two States and the 
  ‘ revolutionary war ’  between the people and their government  –  maintaining at 
the Security Council that it acted in self-defence, in response to the attacks on 
its territory by the Khmer Rouge. 62  In fact, Vietnam did not actually formally 
acknowledge any such presence of Vietnamese troops within Cambodia. 63  
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The  international response to the situation was similar to that of India ’ s 
intervention in Pakistan in the sense that the deplorable human rights record 
of Khmer Rouge was acknowledged, but nevertheless the principle of non- 
intervention and State sovereignty toppled this. 64  

 Widespread condemnation of the invasion followed. For example, the United 
Kingdom stated: 

  Whatever is said about human rights in Kampuchea, it cannot excuse Viet Nam, 
whose own human rights record is deplorable, for violating the territorial integrity 
of Democratic Kampuchea, an independent State Member of the United Nations. 65   

 France also expressed its concerns about any justifi cations for intervention based 
upon a humanitarian crisis: 

  The notion that because a r é gime is detestable foreign intervention is justifi ed and 
forcible overthrow is legitimate is extremely dangerous. That could ultimately 
 jeopardize the very maintenance of international law and order and make the contin-
ued existence of various regimes dependent on the judgement of their neighbours. 66   

 Moreover, the Soviet Union ’ s support for Vietnam  –  coming from the other side 
of the Cold War divide  –  endorsed the  ‘ two wars ’  argument, yet did not go as 
far as to validate any humanitarian basis for intervention. 67  Instead, the Soviet 
Union used the atrocities as a background to support the argument that the 
Pol Pot regime was overthrown by his own people 68   –  a contradiction in the Soviet 
human rights position that was later pointed out by the United Kingdom. 69  

 Thus, when the Soviet Union once again vetoed Resolutions within the 
Council, the issue went to the General Assembly, where, in contrast to the 
arguably  ‘ softer ’  approach that was taken in the India/East Pakistan situation, 
Vietnam ’ s intervention was condemned. 70  Most crucially, the General Assembly 
maintained the general position of the international community as emphasising 
the sovereignty, territorial integrity and independence of States. 71  As is evident, 
similarly to the situation between India and Pakistan, the interests of the State 
and sovereignty seemed to take precedence.  

   2.3.1.3. Tanzania ’ s Intervention in Uganda  –  1979  

 The President of Uganda, Idi Amin, is said to have been responsible for the murder 
of between 100,000 and 500,000 people during his reign of power  –   violations 
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of human rights that attracted a widespread condemnation through the inter-
national community. 72  In October 1978, during a period of tense relations 
with neighbouring Tanzania, Amin occupied and annexed a small region of 
 north-west Tanzania. 73  Countering this  ‘ act of war ’ , Tanzanian troops forced 
Ugandan forces back onto their home territory, only to be invaded a second time 
by Amin ’ s command. 74  Met with this further attack, Tanzania countered Ugan-
da ’ s attacks, and responded with an invasion of its own to destroy a number of 
Ugandan army bases with the aim of preventing any further attacks. 75  

 As Uganda called upon the help of Libya, this dispute escalated until 
 Tanzania made the decision to topple Idi Amin ’ s regime. 76  Justifying Tanzania ’ s 
actions, President Nyerere, without explicitly adopting the language of self-
defence, made a  ‘ two-wars ’  argument similar to that made by Vietnam, stating: 
 ‘ First there are Ugandans fi ghting to remove the Fascist dictator. Then there are 
Tanzanians fi ghting to maintain national security. ’  77  

 Tanzania did not invoke any humanitarian ground for its intervention, 
despite the gross record of human rights violations by the Amin regime. Unlike 
in the Vietnam situation, the international community ’ s response to this inter-
vention was surprisingly muted. 78  While Uganda had requested a meeting at 
the Security Council, this was later withdrawn, and the issue did not receive 
attention in either the Security Council or the General Assembly. 79  Commenta-
tors such as Tes ό n 80  suggest that this reaction by the international community 
legitimised Tanzania ’ s intervention, 81  but Chesterman warns that it may be an 
exaggeration to see this as the international community accepting Tanzania ’ s 
actions as  lawful   –  rather than just simply legitimate, but nevertheless still  
illegal. 82  

 But, we may ask, why was the international community ’ s reaction to the 
Tanzanian intervention so  ‘ indifferent ’  compared to the popular condemnation 
of Vietnam ’ s actions in Cambodia  –  even though the justifi cations put by the 
intervening parties were relatively similar ?  It has been suggested that the lack 
of condemnation in the Tanzanian case was due to the fact that Tanzania was 
not seen as having any  ‘ hegemonic ’  intentions in invading Uganda, whereas this 
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was a popular opinion regarding Vietnam 83   –  with China even suggesting that 
Vietnam ’ s invasion was part of a wider hidden agenda by the Soviet Union. 84  

 Frank 85  suggests that the international community ’ s acquiescence in the 
face of the Tanzanian invasion may be explained by the political feelings at 
the time. 86  He explains that Idi Amin was universally notorious, while the 
 Tanzanian  President, Julius Nyerere, was widely respected, and that despite 
this clear support for being rid of such a brutal dictator as Amin, Tanzania ’ s 
actions were not justifi ed as humanitarian intervention based on fears that such 
action would set a precedent legitimating a general right of States to engage in 
humanitarian intervention. 87  If this is true, and such fears did exist within the 
international community, then the silence of the world seems nothing more than 
a compromise between two competing positions  –  one that saw a legal basis for 
the action in humanitarian intervention; and another that accepted the outcome 
of the Tanzanian intervention, but did not want to create such a legal prec-
edent. If this is the case, then the international community cannot correctly be 
described as accepting the legality of humanitarian intervention as law.   

   2.3.2. Conclusions on Cold War Interventions  

 By identifying these three cases of intervention during the Cold War, we can see 
that the pattern of thought within the international community followed a trend 
of non-intervention based upon State sovereignty, independence and territorial 
integrity. The majority opinion of that time was that violations of human rights 
and mass atrocities  –  no matter how severe they had been reported to be  –  could 
not  in themselves  form the basis of any interference or action against a sovereign 
State. The States undertaking interventions even stayed clear of such argu-
ments, basing their interventions on claims of self-defence (whether expressly 
or impliedly), and only utilising the arguments of human rights violations as a 
political background to support the outcome of their actions. 

 Indeed, the majority of arguments at that time in favour of a humanitarian 
basis for intervention came from commentators rather than States, and even then 
that led to a divide within the academic community. 88  Evans pins this era under 
the title of  ‘ cynicism and self-interest ’ , 89  but whether that may or may not be the 
case, it is certainly evident that there was very little support for any  intervention 
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into an independent State being based upon the fact of a humanitarian crisis 
alone  –  never mind any kind of  doctrine  of  ‘ humanitarian intervention ’ .  

   2.3.3. Situations in the Post-Cold War Era  

 In the 1990s, the international community became more cooperative in their 
international relations following the end of the Cold War. We shall look now 
to examples of humanitarian crises during this post-Cold War era, prior to the 
adoption of the responsibility to protect, and evaluate whether there was a shift 
in the international community ’ s collective conscience when faced with these 
dire situations. As we shall see, there was a distinctive shift towards UN-based 
operations. However, a lack of political will to take more coercive measures, 
and an unconscionable failing in response to the situation in Rwanda in 1994, 
reveal that there is still a strong reluctance among some States to violate or 
encroach upon the principles of State sovereignty and non-intervention, demon-
strating further evidence that a right of humanitarian intervention is not widely 
accepted. 

   2.3.3.1. The Situation in Iraq  –  1990 – 1993  

 When Iraq invaded and annexed Kuwait in August 1990, the international 
community struck back at this illegal use of force with both condemnation and 
a robust response. The Security Council convened to condemn the aggressive 
action within hours of the invasion, recognising the situation as a breach of 
international peace and security and calling for Iraq to withdraw its forces from 
Kuwait immediately. 90  Eventually, when economic sanctions proved ineffective, 91  
the Security Council authorised States to use  ‘ all necessary measures ’  under 
Chapter VII of the Charter, in cooperation with Kuwait, allowing a coalition of 
State forces to intervene militarily and restore international peace and security. 92  

 Once the operation to remove Iraqi forces from Kuwait was over, this series 
of events was followed by a vicious repression of Kurdish civilians in northern 
Iraq, and Shiites in the south. 93  When the Security Council ’ s ceasefi re resolution 
relating to the Kuwait situation was passed, it made no mention of the deterio-
rating situation relating to civilians in Iraq. 94  But after a short hesitation, the 
Council passed Resolution 688, 95  calling for an end to the repression of civilians 
within Iraq, insisting upon immediate access for international humanitarian 
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organisations, and appealing to Member States to contribute to these humani-
tarian relief efforts. 96  

 But as the suffering and tragedy of the Kurdish people was broadcast on tele-
vision into the homes of millions of Western States, political pressure mounted 
in what has been dubbed the  ‘ CNN Effect ’  or the  ‘ BBC Effect ’ . 97  Initially reluc-
tant to intervene, the US found support from France and the UK in establishing 
 ‘ safe havens ’  to protect the Kurdish people. 98  These  ‘ safe havens ’  were then 
protected by no-fl y zones established by the coalition forces, and the threat of 
ground troops within the region. 99  

 These  ‘ safe havens ’  and the no-fl y zones had not been expressly authorised 
by the Security Council, leading to claims from the coalition parties that their 
actions were justifi ed  ‘ in support ’  of Resolution 688, and through an  ‘ implied 
authorisation ’  from the Security Council. 100  In later clashes between Iraqi forces 
and US/UK forces from 1992 1999 the use of force was justifi ed in self-defence 
and pre-emptive action against Iraqi missile locations. 101  

 During this time, the UK altered its position in favour of a  ‘ doctrine ’  of 
humanitarian intervention, suggesting that humanitarian crises as a basis for 
the interference in a State ’ s affairs was in fact a legal possibility. 102  The Legal 
Counsellor of the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Offi ce (FCO) explicitly said: 

  Resolution 688  …  was not made under Chapter VII. Resolution 688 recognised that 
there was a severe human rights and humanitarian situation in Iraq and, in particu-
lar, northern Iraq; but the intervention in northern Iraq  ‘ Provide Comfort ’  was in 
fact, not specifi cally mandated by the United Nations, but the states taking action 
in northern Iraq did so in exercise of the customary international law principle of 
humanitarian intervention. 103   

 Division persisted between the permanent members of the Security Council over 
the legality of the military action right through to 1999, when clashes between 
the coalition forces and Iraqi forces intensifi ed, 104  and France eventually dropped 
its support for the coalition. 105   
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   2.3.3.2. The Failure to Respond to the Genocide in Rwanda  –  1994  

 The Rwandan genocide of 1994 is possibly the most important example of the 
quandary that is at the centre of this book. While approximately 800,000 people 
were killed in a systematic slaughter that lasted almost 100 days, the UN 
system failed to prevent, or halt, this colossal atrocity. 106  As the UN Secretary-
General called for the peacekeeping force UNAMIR (UN Assistance Mission in 
Rwanda), whose resources were scarce, to be reinforced with the aim of coercing 
a ceasefi re, 107  the Security Council instead reduced the numbers of the force and 
withdrew a majority of its troops and civilian workers from the country. 108  The 
genocide of those 800,000 people followed in April to July. 

 An independent inquiry found that part of the reason for this failure was a 
persistent lack of political will that hampered the ability of the Security Council 
to make any effective decisions that would have an impact on the situation. 109  
The report made 14 key recommendations to the UN, including in particular: 
initiating an Action Plan to prevent genocide; 110  a greater preparedness on the 
part of the Security Council and others to act to prevent genocide and gross 
violations of human rights, emphasising that the political will to act should not 
be subject to different standards; 111  and improving the protection of civilians in 
confl ict situations. 112  

 The main theme of these recommendations is clear: inaction is inexcusa-
ble when faced with atrocities such as genocide. There can be no doubt that 
the moral conscience of the world collectively compels a response to these dire 
 situations. 113  But it is the question of  how  the world should respond that faces 
the greatest of challenges. One might think that the ability of the Security Coun-
cil to act beyond the barriers of State sovereignty and the non-use of force would 
be enough to stop or halt mass atrocities when the time comes. One might also 
expect that the Security Council would act at the right time, in the right way, 
authorising the necessary measures to stop mass death. That would be the case 
in an ideal world. However, the case of the Rwandan Genocide of 1994 reveals 
that just because the Security Council  can  act does not always mean that it  will . 
Furthermore, the lack of any intervention, or argument in favour of humanitar-
ian intervention in response to this genocide, indicates further the lack of belief 
in the legality of such a doctrine.  
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   2.3.3.3. NATO ’ s Intervention in Kosovo  –  1999  

 When the threat of mass atrocities came over the horizon in the late 1990s, reluc-
tance on the part of some veto-holding permanent members of the Security 
Council to act encouraged a few States to take it upon themselves to act. 

 This was in support of NATO ’ s intervention in Kosovo in 1999. Opera-
tion Allied Force was NATO ’ s response to the crisis in (what was at the time) 
 Yugoslavia. Kosovar Albanians were the target of the use of excessive force 
against peaceful protests by Serbian authorities that eventually escalated into a 
repressive internal confl ict by forces under President Milo š evi ć . 114  As the situa-
tion descended towards humanitarian catastrophe, with an increasing number 
of civilians being targeted in the bloodshed, the UN Security Council passed 
Resolution 1199. 115  Under this Resolution, the Security Council acted under 
Chapter VII of the Charter to demand  ‘ the withdrawal of security units used for 
civilian repression ’ . 116  

 While many attempts at diplomatic settlement were made, the crisis eventu-
ally descended into a confl ict where war crimes and mass human rights abuses 
took place. 117  Then, in March 1999, NATO aircraft started an aerial bombing 
campaign against Yugoslavia, primarily in the Kosovo region  –  a campaign that 
would last 78 days, with no prior express Security Council approval. 118  

 Many different political and moral arguments were put forward by NATO 
spokespersons and the NATO Secretary-General, mainly focusing on the need to 
prevent a further humanitarian catastrophe, 119  but the  legal  justifi cations from 
NATO members ranged considerably. For example, during an emergency meet-
ing called after NATO started its intervention, there were several responses from 
NATO members to Russia ’ s condemnation of the organisation ’ s use of force. 120  
The US stressed that the NATO action was taken with the greatest reluctance, 
but was necessary and justifi ed to stop the violence and prevent an even greater 
humanitarian disaster because Belgrade had been undermining and thwarting 
all other diplomatic efforts. 121  

 Only a minority of States concerned explicitly relied upon the humani-
tarian crisis as a  legal  justifi cation for their actions, rather than a solely 
political one. When Yugoslavia started legal action (later continued by Serbia 
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and  Montenegro) in the ICJ against 10 NATO Member States, it was alleged 
that those who undertook military action breached the prohibition of the use of 
force and, by assisting military forces within the State, also breached the prin-
ciple of non-intervention. 122  During proceedings, Belgium made some notable 
arguments. 123  When arguing that the intervention had an  ‘ unchallengeable basis ’  
in the Security Council resolutions relating to the situation in the region, the 
representative of Belgium suggested that  ‘ we need to go further and develop the 
idea of armed humanitarian intervention ’ . 124  

 Belgium also made the argument that the intervention was  ‘ a case of a lawful 
armed humanitarian intervention for which there is a compelling necessity ’ . 125  
Ultimately, although it had the potential to shed light upon the legal validity of 
humanitarian intervention, a chance to clarify the position was lost following 
the events in Kosovo when the ICJ found that it did not have jurisdiction in these 
cases. 126  

 Similar to Belgium, the UK argued: 

  The action being taken is legal. It is justifi ed as an exceptional measure to prevent 
an overwhelming humanitarian catastrophe. Under present circumstances in Kosovo, 
there is convincing evidence that  such a catastrophe is imminent .  …  

 Every means short of force has been tried to avert this situation. In these circumstances, 
and as an exceptional measure on grounds of overwhelming humanitarian necessity, 
military intervention is legally justifi able. The force now proposed is directed exclu-
sively to averting a humanitarian catastrophe, and is the minimum judged necessary 
for that purpose. 127   

 Notwithstanding these arguments, the Independent International Commission 
on Kosovo found that NATO ’ s intervention was  legitimate , but not  legal . 128  Such 
a decision raises a fundamental quandary when it comes to the choice between 
illegality and inaction. However, the Commission did seem to put a limit on this 
when it said: 

  Such a conclusion is related to the controversial idea that a  ‘ right ’  of humanitar-
ian intervention is not consistent with the UN Charter if conceived as a legal text, 
but that it may, depending on context, nevertheless, refl ect the spirit of the Charter 
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as it relates to the overall protection of people against gross abuse. Humanitarian 
intervention may also thus be legitimately authorized by the UN, but will often be 
challenged legally from the perspective of Charter obligations to respect the sover-
eignty of states. 129     

   2.3.4. The United Kingdom ’ s  ‘ Norm-Entrepreneurship ’  
and the International Reaction  

 The UK has been, by far, the strongest advocate of  ‘ humanitarian intervention ’  
in the post-Cold War era. As well as using it as the argument for NATO ’ s inter-
vention in Kosovo, the UK has put forward its position on the doctrine on many 
other occasions. On 22 April 1999, then-Secretary of State for Defence George 
Robertson made a policy statement in support of a legal use of military action 
in exceptional circumstances to avoid a humanitarian catastrophe. 130  In 2000, 
this position developed into a more principled approach to build humanitarian 
intervention into more of a  ‘ doctrine ’ , and ideas were put to the UK Parliament 
and the UN Secretary-General, suggesting a range of criteria that should be 
adhered to for the use of force in pursuit of humanitarian intervention. 131  

 Whilst supporting the limited use of force unilaterally, but nevertheless call-
ing for the possibility of acting should the situation arise, the UK government 
reasserted these principles in a set of Policy Guidelines in 2001. 132  But even more 
recently, the UK renewed its support for humanitarian intervention in the context 
of the Syrian crisis in 2013. When considering limited military airstrikes against 
the Syrian regime in response to chemical weapons attacks on its own popula-
tion, the UK set out its legal justifi cation if it were to carry out such strikes, 
specifi cally addressing the issue of  unilateral  action in the following terms: 

  If action in the Security Council is blocked, the UK would still be permitted under 
international law to take exceptional measures in order to alleviate the scale of the 
overwhelming humanitarian catastrophe in Syria by deterring and disrupting the 
further use of chemical weapons by the Syrian regime. Such a legal basis is avail-
able, under the doctrine of humanitarian intervention, provided three conditions 
are met. 133   
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 What is striking about this statement by the UK government is the explicit refer-
ence to the fact that it would be willing to act even if the Security Council is 
blocked. This is striking because, through the years of arguing for this right 
to intervene, there has been no indication as to how it would fi t within the 
UN  Charter ’ s existing international peace and security system. Furthermore, 
there has been little by way of addressing fears as to whether this would have 
any effect upon the system ’ s integrity and effectiveness. In 1999, UN Secretary-
General Kofi  Annan aired these concerns when he asked:  ‘ [I]s there not a danger 
of such interventions undermining the imperfect, yet resilient, security system 
created after the second world war, and of setting dangerous precedents for 
future interventions without a clear criterion to decide who might invoke these 
precedents and in what circumstances ?  ’  134  

 This concern was echoed by the UK ’ s House of Commons Foreign Affairs 
Select Committee, which asked the government to clarify its position on the 
legality of acting without the authorisation of the UN Security Council. These 
questions were outlined and answered in Written Evidence to the Committee by 
Hugh Robertson MP, a minister in the FCO. 135  Specifi cally, the Committee high-
lighted the Independent International Commission on Kosovo ’ s conclusion that 
the NATO intervention in the 1990s was  illegal  but  legitimate . In response to 
this, Robertson stated that: 

  The Government ’ s position has not changed in light of the report of the Independent 
International Commission on Kosovo. It did not agree with the Commission ’ s view 
that NATO ’ s action in Kosovo in 1999 was illegal. The Government does not consider 
the Commission, while made up of experts, to be authoritative. Its views are not 
binding in any way, but represent the views of its independent members. 136   

 Therefore, even in the face of experts, the UK clearly believes that humanitar-
ian intervention has always been legal. In fact, Robertson ’ s evidence suggests 
that the UK relied on the doctrine of humanitarian intervention on three 
occasions, those being: (i) in protecting the Kurds in Northern Iraq in 1991; 
(ii)  in   maintaining the no-fl y zones in northern and southern Iraq from 1991; 
and (iii) in using force against the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in relation to 
Kosovo in 1999. 137  
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 On the specifi c issue of acting without Security Council authorisation, the 
Foreign Affairs Select Committee asked for an assessment of the implications of 
such action. Again, the government ’ s position was reiterated: 

  The position of the Government is that intervention may be permitted under interna-
tional law in exceptional circumstances where the UN Security Council is  unwilling 
or unable  to act in order to avert a humanitarian catastrophe subject to the three 
conditions set out above. The Government does not consider that this has adverse 
implications for the UN. 138   

 In April 2014, the House of Commons Defence Select Committee produced 
a report on the very topic of intervention, 139  and expressed concern that  ‘ it is 
unclear to what degree the UK Government ’ s interpretation of the legal position 
is accepted by either the international community or the general public in the 
UK ’ . 140  It called upon the government, in its next National Security Strategy, 
to set out in detail the principles of its legal position, including its relationship 
with the UN Charter, international law and (as shall be discussed in the follow-
ing chapter) the concept of the responsibility to protect. 141  In the government ’ s 
response to the report, 142  it noted its recommendation and then directed the 
Defence Select Committee back to Hugh Robertson ’ s evidence to the Foreign 
Affairs Select Committee detailing the government ’ s legal position, and so the 
discussion came full circle. 143  

 Indeed, it is telling that the UK is often alone in purporting the legality of 
humanitarian intervention. For example, when the US conducted airstrikes 
against a Syrian military airbase in April 2017, in response to chemical weapons 
attacks against civilians, the US did not offer any  legal  basis for its actions   –  
only moral and political justifi cations. 144  While some states did support the 
action itself, they did not offer any support for any legal basis for the action, 
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or indicate any relevant opinio juris in this regard. 145  States who did mention 
the strikes ’  compatibility with international law were clear in their opinion that 
such unilateral action was not compatible with international law or the prohibi-
tion of force, with some States accusing the US of aggression. 146  

 One year later, in April 2018, another chemical weapons attack took place 
in the city of Douma near Damascus. 147  The US, the UK and France accused 
the Syrian regime of being behind the attack, 148  but the Security Council failed 
to agree on establishing an independent and impartial investigation into the 
incident. 149  Subsequently, these States conducted military strikes against three 
targets within Syria which were allegedly linked to a Syrian chemical weapons 
programme. 150  

 The UK ’ s legal justifi cation was the same as that before the proposed airstrikes 
in 2013, arguing that unilateral humanitarian intervention is  ‘ permitted under 
international law, on an exceptional basis, to take measures in order to alleviate 
overwhelming humanitarian suffering ’ . 151  France and the US, on the other hand, 
did not speak of humanitarian intervention, or offer any explicit legal justifi -
cation for their interventions in international law, once again simply focusing 
on political arguments about the need to deter the use of chemical weapons. 152  
France dismissed arguments that the actions could be contrary to the UN Char-
ter by arguing  ‘ the Charter was not designed to protect criminals ’  153  and that 
their action 

  is fully in line with the objectives and values proclaimed from the outset by the Char-
ter of the United Nations.  …  This action was indeed necessary in order to address the 
repeated violations by the Syrian regime of its obligations. 154   

 Of course, France was right that the UN Charter was not designed to protect 
criminals  –  just like it was fundamentally designed not to allow unilateral uses 
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of force too. 155  Once again, this political rhetoric purposely did not address the 
glaring legal issue with these military strikes. It is almost as if France was aware 
that their actions were illegal but went ahead with them anyway. 

 Even the supportive international reactions to these strikes were careful 
to express such support in purely political, rather than legal, terms. 156  States 
were clearly understanding of the need for some sort of action to be taken, but 
they very noticeably stopped short of endorsing any legal doctrine allowing 
unilateral action. 157  Furthermore, the UK ’ s legal argument was met with heavy 
criticism from legal academics. 158  Dapo Akande, for example, provided his legal 
opinion for the deputy leader of the opposition Labour Party, persuasively reject-
ing the UK government ’ s legal position and the suggestion that humanitarian 
intervention exists as a doctrine in customary international law. 159  

 In September 2018, the UK Parliament ’ s House of Commons Foreign Affairs 
Select Committee released its report following its inquiry into the responsibility 
to protect and humanitarian intervention. 160  The inquiry was to consider the 
legal basis to intervene militarily in other states for humanitarian purposes, and 
the role of the concept of the  ‘ responsibility to protect ’  to protect civilian popu-
lations, specifi cally assessing the legal basis for the UK ’ s role in conducting the 
above-mentioned airstrikes in Syria. 161  In its written evidence to the Commit-
tee, the FCO reiterated its support for unilateral humanitarian intervention as a 
right consistent with international law: 

  It is the UK ’ s view that humanitarian intervention  –  that is the use of strictly neces-
sary and proportionate force undertaken in the absence of host state consent to avert 
an overwhelming and large scale humanitarian emergency  –  is consistent with inter-
national law. 

 The UK ’ s strikes against Syrian chemical weapons facilities in April 2018 were carried 
out under the legal basis of humanitarian intervention. The action we took was 
necessary and proportionate, and designed to alleviate human suffering by degrading 
the chemical weapons capability of the Syrian regime and deterring the future use of 
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chemical weapons. The government has published its legal position setting this out in 
more detail. Many nations have confi rmed that our actions under this legal basis have 
been necessary and legitimate. 162   

 The Committee noted the opinions of several commentators and other written 
evidence opposing the legality of humanitarian intervention. 163  However, the 
Committee also suggested that there was a  ‘ degree of consensus ’  about the legit-
imacy of the airstrikes in the international reaction to them. 164  The Committee 
concluded: 

  Whilst noting the divisions in legal opinion around the concept of humanitarian 
intervention, we agree that it seems unlikely the creators of the UN Charter would 
have expected that the prohibition on the use of force would be applied in a way that 
prevented states from protecting civilian populations and stopping mass atrocities. 
We therefore believe that under specifi c circumstances, proportionate and necessary 
force should be available to be used as a last resort to alleviate extreme humanitarian 
distress on a large scale. The absence of humanitarian intervention as a fi nal recourse 
could result in the paralysis of the international system and a failure to act, resulting 
in grave consequences for civilian populations. 165   

 The potential paralysis of the international system is certainly a warning to the 
international community to fi nd a path that avoids inaction. But this itself does 
not make an unlawful act become legally permissible. Unfortunately, this report 
also pays very little attention to the fundamental omission of the UK govern-
ment ’ s argument  –  and that is the very clear lack of international support or 
 opinio juris  in favour of the existence of a  ‘ right ’  of humanitarian intervention. 

 Most notably, the Group of 77 have outright rejected the existence of a  ‘ right ’  
to humanitarian intervention, stressing that it had  ‘ no legal basis in the United 
Nations Charter or in the general principles of international law ’ . 166  This has 
also been the long-standing position of the Non-Aligned Movement, as declared 
in 2004 for example: 

  The Ministers reaffi rmed the Movement ’ s commitment to enhance international 
cooperation to resolve international problems of a humanitarian character in full 
compliance with the Charter of the United Nations, and, in this regard, they reit-
erated the rejection by the Non-Aligned Movement of the so-called  ‘ right ’  of 
humanitarian intervention, which has no basis either in the Charter of the United 
Nations or in international law. 167   
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 This outright rejection of a right to humanitarian intervention has been repeated 
on several occasions by the Non-Aligned Movement. 168  In this light, the UK ’ s 
assertions seem quite lonely in a world that, in political terms, is much larger 
than when the UN Charter came into existence. The need to protect a nation ’ s 
sovereignty in the international forum remained central to those States involved 
in the Group of 77 or the Non-Aligned Movement, and so a vaguely defi ned 
 ‘ right ’  of humanitarian intervention, with an unclear position in international 
law, was unlikely to gain any sort of widespread recognition.   

   2.4. Conclusions on Humanitarian Intervention  

 The above discussion highlights the very tense and controversial divide between 
the understandable call to intervene in the face of horrifi c atrocities and the 
fundamental need to uphold the law. Although humanitarian intervention has 
grown to incorporate a principled approach, with important criteria added to 
the  ‘ doctrine ’ , this is clearly not enough  –  the doctrine has not gained the requi-
site support either in practice or in the  opinio juris  of States to create such a 
right in customary international law. 169    

   3. BETWEEN ILLEGALITY AND INACTION  

 A new era of international cooperation may have come about in the 1990s, but 
the post-Cold War attitudes towards intervention on humanitarian grounds 
remained split. States still found it diffi cult to balance the cries for help from 
innocent civilians  –  suffering from unconscionable atrocities  –  with the principles 
of non-intervention, State sovereignty and the prohibition of the use of force. 
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Even when humanitarian motives were presented, there are questions as to 
whether the noble goal to protect was in fact their  primary  goal to protect. The 
international community is therefore faced with a very serious problem: how to 
respond to a threat or crises of mass atrocities in a way that is both appropri-
ate and legal, particularly when the only body with the power and authority to 
do so  –  the UN Security Council  –  fails to act, or is paralysed by an abuse of the 
veto power. 170  

 As is evident from the previous historical examples, noting Kosovo and 
Rwanda in particular, such diffi culties arise from the temperamental relation-
ship between morality and legality, coupled with the fundamental and important 
need to uphold the rule of law in all circumstances. Although there is this moral 
obligation that calls upon the world to respond to mass atrocities, it would 
undermine the very foundations of our legal principles and systems to respond 
in such a way that is in itself illegal. In his Millennium Report as Secretary-
General, Kofi  Annan addressed this critical issue, and asked a very signifi cant 
question: 

  I  …  accept that the principles of sovereignty and non-interference offer vital protec-
tion to small and weak States. But to the critics I would pose this question: if 
humanitarian intervention is, indeed, an unacceptable assault on sovereignty, how 
 should  we respond to a Rwanda, to a Srebrenica  –  to gross and systematic violations 
of human rights that offend every precept of our common humanity ?  171   

 Canada responded to the Secretary-General ’ s call, and sponsored the establish-
ment of the International Commission on Intervention and State Sovereignty 
(ICISS)  –  a Commission tasked with addressing the legal and practical issues of 
intervention. The resulting report was titled  ‘ The Responsibility to Protect ’ , 172  
to which we shall now turn.   
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